
NEW DISCOVERY SPORT
ACCESSORIES



As the first vehicle in a new generation of Land Rover SUV design, the 
stunning New Discovery Sport fuses contemporary styling with dynamic 
performance, outstanding versatility and Land Rover’s legendary off-road 
capability. 

To enhance this already extraordinary vehicle, Land Rover offers a wide 
selection of stylish and practical accessories. From handsome alloy wheels 
to cargo-carrying aids to interior amenities, Land Rover KIT complements 
your lifestyle while enabling you to add a personal touch to your SUV.

In addition, many accessories can be added at  
any stage during the life of your vehicle. Please  
check with your Land Rover retailer for details.
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WHY BUY GENUINE LAND ROVER KIT?

KIT: The Land Rover Retailer-fitted vehicle accessory range engineered specifically 
for Land Rover vehicles

Just as all Land Rover vehicles deliver outstanding on- and off-road performance, 
so does the extensive range of Land Rover engineering-approved accessories.  
As a complement to the Land Rover owner’s lifestyle, these accessories are  
engineered to ensure seamless integration with Land Rover vehicles.

KIT has no equal — ranking above any aftermarket counterpart — when it comes 
to proper performance with Land Rover vehicles. Here’s why:

PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS
Using the latest predictive stress analysis methods validates the safety and  
durability of Land Rover KIT.

VIRTUAL ENGINEERING
Computer-Aided Design helps ensure that accessories are conceived to  
complement the vehicle’s lines and stylish looks. This ensures the high quality  
of fit and finish one expects from Land Rover.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Different climates provide different challenges for these accessories. Land Rover 
KIT is tested under a range of climate conditions to ensure quality performance.

DURABILITY
All accessories undergo the same test plan as the vehicles themselves — rigorously 
analyzed far beyond the extremes of normal customer use.

RIG TESTING
Heavily integrated parts, such as roof bars, are developed and tested very early on 
during vehicle development to ensure seamless compatibility.

WARRANTY
Every accessory includes a warranty that begins on the date of purchase of the 
accessory and is covered for 12 months (unlimited mileage) or the balance of the 
new vehicle/emissions warranty, whichever is greater. See your Retailer for details.
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Accentuate the style and functionality of your New Discovery Sport with accessories 
custom crafted for your vehicle. From side steps to bodyside moldings to license plate 
frames, Land Rover offers a range of high-quality items tailored to your individual taste.

Stainless Steel Undershield 
VPLCP0212 — Front 
VPLCP0213 — Rear*

This bright off-road-inspired shield features  
a premium, bright stainless-steel finish.

*Not applicable to towing-equipped 5+2 seat 
vehicles.

Fixed Side Steps 
VPLCP0210

Fitted with a convenient rubber tread mat, 
these eye-catching stainless steel steps provide 
easy access to the cabin and roof.

Bright Side Tubes 
VPLCP0209*

Complement your vehicle’s sporty appearance 
and simultaneously provide protection with 
these stainless-steel side tubes.

*Fitting of Side Tubes may affect the off-road  
capability of the vehicle.

Bodyside Moldings 
VPLCP0214

The moldings, which feature a natural black 
finish, help shield your doors from dings and 
scratches.

Front Mudflaps (Supplied as a pair) 
VPLCP0203

Help protect your New Discovery Sport from 
dirt, grime and debris.

Rear Mudflaps (Supplied as a pair)

VPLCP0204 — For 5-seat vehicles

VPLCP0205 — For vehicles with 5+2 seats and 
a spare tire
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License Plate Frames

Make a dramatic first impression with a stylish 
License Plate Frame.

VPLFY0063 — Carbon Fiber Land Rover Logo 
with Black Union Jack

VPLFY0065 — Polished Steel Land Rover Logo 
with Black Union Jack

VPLFY0066 — Brushed Steel Land Rover Logo 
with Black Union Jack

VPLFY0064 — Carbon Fiber Slimline

LRN91640 — Matte Black Finish Slimline

LRN91650 — Brushed Silver Finish Slimline

LRN91660 — Polished Silver Finish Slimline

LRN91610 — Matte Black Finish with  
Land Rover Logo*

LRN91620 — Brushed Silver Finish with  
Land Rover Logo*

LRN91630 — Polished Silver Finish with  
Land Rover Logo*

*Not shown.

Land Rover Logo Plates 
LR007528 — Brushed Silver 
LR007529 — Matte Black

Celebrate your New Discovery Sport with a 
stylish Land Rover Logo Plate that features an 
attractive domed raised medallion.
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CARRYING AND TOWING
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Take your New Discovery Sport to even greater heights with accessories that enhance  
its towing and cargo-hauling prowess. Whether you’re looking to pull a trailer, carry  
gear on the roof, or secure your goods neatly inside, there’s a Land Rover accessory 
that’s right for you.

Roof Rails 
VPLCR0132 — Black Finish (Fixed roof)
VPLCR0136 — Black Finish (Panoramic roof)
VPLCR0133 — Silver Finish (Fixed roof)
VPLCR0137 — Silver Finish (Panoramic roof)
VPLCR0134 — Black Ditch Finishers* 
VPLCR0135 — Silver Ditch Finishers*

Engineered and positioned for optimal weight 
distribution of cargo, these flush-fitting  
Roof Rails are required for all Land Rover roof-
mounted accessories. Fixed Roof Rails require 
Roof Rail Ditch Finishers for installation. Load 
capacity: 220 lbs.

*Required for Fixed Roof Rails only.

Roof Crossbars 
VPLCR0131

Along with their bright finish and aerodynamic 
profile that minimizes noise and wind  
resistance, the crossbars’ T-track design helps 
maximize space for multiple accessories. 
Requires Roof Rails.

Lashing Eye Kit 
VUB503160

This kit provides six additional tie-down points 
for use with T-slots on the crossbars.

Roof Rails and Crossbars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the  
quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted. Also, please note, regarding 
vehicles with an opening roof: Some roof-carrying accessories may restrict opening of the vehicle’s sliding sunroof when fitted. Care should be taken when  
opening the roof to avoid collision with any items fitted above the vehicle.
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Ski/Snowboard Carrier* 
LR006849

This lockable carrier can handle four pairs of 
skis or two snowboards (79-lb. load capacity). 
The slide rails facilitate quick, convenient  
loading. Requires Roof Rails and Crossbars.
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Aqua Sports Carrier* 
VPLGR0107 
VPLWR0099 — For two kayaks

Consider this premium carrier that can easily 
transport a kayak, canoe, surfboard or  
sailboard. Along with a lockable multi-purpose 
holder for carrying a mast, oars or paddles, 
the carrier tilts to facilitate easy loading and 
unloading. It also includes lockable straps and 
rubber supports for optimal weight distribution.

*Roof Rails and Crossbars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the  
quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted. Also, please note, regarding 
vehicles with an opening roof: Some roof-carrying accessories may restrict opening of the vehicle’s sliding sunroof when fitted. Care should be taken when  
opening the roof to avoid collision with any items fitted above the vehicle.

Luggage Carrier* 
LR006848

Secure luggage on top of your New Discovery 
Sport with this sturdy, roof-mounted carrier 
(165-lb. load capacity). Requires Roof Rails and 
Crossbars.

Large Sports Roof Box* 
VPLWR0100

Capable of accommodating four pairs of skis 
or five snowboards, this extra-large roof box 
includes a power-click quick-mounting system 
for easy and secure attachment while an  
integrated non-slip mat surface helps keep 
your cargo in place. Load capacity: 165 lbs.

Luggage Box* 
VPLVR0062

With power-grip mounting for quick roof bar 
attachment, this durable Luggage Box,  
measuring 81” long x 33” wide x 17” tall,  
features a gloss black finish and conveniently 
opens from either side. Lockable for security. 
Load capacity: 165 lbs. Requires Roof Rails  
and Crossbars.

Sports Roof Box* 
VPLVR0061

Measuring 68” long x 32” wide x 17” tall, this 
handy roof box can carry a range of sporting 
items. An internal retention system keeps skis 
and other long pieces of equipment in place. 
Lockable for security. Load capacity: 165 lbs.
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Roof Box Garage Lifting Aid 
VPLVR0096

This ceiling-mounted pulley system allows you 
to lift equipment onto your SUV with ease. It 
also can be used for conveniently storing the 
roof box when removed from the vehicle.  
(Not pictured.)

Bike Carrier* (Ride Ready) 
VPLFR0091 — Wheel-mounted 
VPLWR0101 — Fork-mounted and wheel  
carrier

Securely transport your bike on the roof of your 
Land Rover with this durable, lockable carrier 
which conveniently requires no disassembly  
of the bike.

Bumper Protector 
VPLVS0179

Shield your rear bumper from scratches and 
scuffs — and your clothing from dirt — when 
loading and unloading cargo with this handy, 
pull-out protector. Stows conveniently beneath 
the loadspace floor when not in use.

Aperture Retention Net 
VPLCS0267

Retain items in your vehicle’s loadspace with 
this handy, flexible net.

*Roof Rails and Crossbars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the roof-mounted 
satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the  
navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted. Also, please note, regarding vehicles with an opening roof: Some roof-carrying 
accessories may restrict opening of the vehicle’s sliding sunroof when fitted. Care should be taken when opening the roof to 
avoid collision with any items fitted above the vehicle.
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Collapsible Cargo Carrier 
EEA500050PVJ

Keep items from shifting during transport with 
this Collapsible Cargo Carrier that features 
dividers to separate your items for an extra 
measure of convenience.

Collapsible Cargo Carrier 
VPLVS0175

This universal organizer retains small items in 
the loadspace and can easily be folded away 
when not in use.

Loadspace Security Box 
VPLVS0183

Made from steel and employing a tough  
anti-drill lock, this box provides space for  
laptops (up to a 15” screen) or other  
similar-sized items. Attaches to the  
Loadspace Luggage Floor Rails.

Ski Bag 
VPLGS0166

Carry up to two pairs of skis and poles (up to 
70” in length) in a Land Rover-branded ski/
snowboard bag. Made from durable polyester, 
this waterproof bag also includes a removable 
strap.
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Fixed Tow Receiver

VPLCT0143 — For 5+2 seat models with  
a reduced-size spare tire

Tow Hitch Drawbar

VPLCT0161 — For 5+2 seat models with  
a reduced-size spare tire

Towing Electrics

VPLCT0157 — For 5+2 seat models with  
a spare tire

Fixed Tow Receiver

VPLCT0141 — For 5-seat vehicles

Tow Hitch Drawbar

VPLCT0160 — For 5-seat vehicles

Towing Electrics

VPLCT0134 — For 5-seat vehicles

Towing Tracking Target Sticker 
LR021589

Required for vehicles fitted with the Tow Assist 
option.

Tow Strap 
STC8919AA

Includes a storage bag that can be attached 
to the strap as a warning flag. Maximum load 
capacity: 6,615 lbs.
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INTERIOR
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Gearshift Paddles 
VPLVS0187MMU — Aluminum 
VPLVS0187CAY — Aluminum Red

Anodized, machine-polished and hand-
brushed, these sporty Gearshift Paddles  
complete the look and feel of your Land 
Rover’s steering wheel.

Sports Pedal Covers 
VPLHS0044

These etched and polished stainless-steel  
covers add a sporty finishing touch to your 
vehicle’s existing pedals. (For vehicles 
equipped with an automatic transmission.)

Sports Footrest 
VPLVS0178

Brandishing a bright polished finish, this eye-
catching footrest accentuates your vehicle’s 
sporty appearance.

Augment the style and functionality of your New Discovery Sport with gearshift paddles, 
waterproof seat covers, illuminated tread plates or one of the many other Land Rover 
interior accessories. 
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Seatback Storage – Standard 
VPLVS0181

This convenient storage system, which mounts 
to the rear of the front seats, includes multiple 
compartments for carrying small items.

Seatback Storage – Premium 
VPLVS0182

Manufactured from the finest materials and  
featuring a soft interior lining and magnetic 
button clasps, this accessory attaches to the 
rear of the front seats and includes multiple 
sections for holding small items.

Center Armrest Cooler/Warmer Box 
VPLVS0176

Designed for use in the rear seat, this  
convenient, leather-trimmed cooler/warmer 
box keeps food and drink chilled or warmed 
while also serving as an armrest.

Bright Finish Tread Plates 
VPLCS0289LAA — Lunar 
VPLCS0289PVJ — Ebony

Add an even greater touch of style and  
protection to your New Discovery Sport with 
Bright Finish Tread Plates designed for your 
front door sills. (Supplied in sets.)

Illuminated Tread Plates 
VPLCS0286LAA — Lunar 
VPLCS0286PVJ — Ebony

These handsome tread plates welcome you 
and the front passenger into your Land Rover 
by illuminating the name “Discovery”  
whenever you step inside.

Rear Loadspace Tread Plate Finisher 
VPLCS0287LAA — Lunar 
VPLCS0287PVJ — Ebony

Helps protect the loadspace lip when loading 
and unloading cargo.
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Carpet Mats 
LR059549 — Ebony 
LR059550 — Lunar

Premium Carpet Mats 
VPLCS0282PVJ — Ebony  
VPLCS0282LAA — Lunar

This stain-resistant, deep-pile carpet set  
features a waterproof backing and the  
Land Rover logo. 

Rubber Floor Mats 
VPLCS0281 
VPLCS0280 —Third-Row (Set of two)

Designed for the front and second-row seat 
footwells, these mats help protect your floors 
from dirt, moisture and debris.

Sunblinds 
VPLCS0298 — Side Windows (Second Row) 
VPLCS0297 — Side Windows (Third Row) 
VPLCS0296 — Rear Tailgate

Tailored specifically for the New Discovery Sport, these easy-to-install blinds help keep the  
passenger compartment extra comfortable during your travels.

Windshield Sunshade 
VPLCS0295

Keep the inside of your vehicle cooler  
while shielding it from UV sunrays with  
this lightweight interior sunshade.
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Umbrella Holder (In-Cabin) 
VPLCS0294

The holder fits discreetly in the front passenger 
seat footwell and can accommodate a wide 
range of compact umbrellas. (Umbrella not 
included.)

HomeLink® 
LR058507

The transmitter, which mounts to the  
underside of the interior rearview mirror, 
replaces individual remote control devices  
and can be programmed to operate up to 
three home or office wireless-controlled  
systems.

Coat Hanger 
VPLCS0276

Made from rounded chrome metal, this  
Land Rover-branded hanger attaches easily  
to the back of the front-seat headrest, helping 
to keep your clothes looking sharp.

Smoker’s Pack (Not shown) 
LR033354 — Cigarette lighter 
LR005248 — Ashtray

For front and second-row seats.

Waterproof Seat Covers 
VPLCS0291SVA — Front (Almond)
VPLCS0291PVJ — Front (Ebony)
VPLCS0292SVA — Second Row (Almond)
VPLCS0292PVJ — Second Row (Ebony)
VPLCS0293SVA — Third Row (Almond)
VPLCS0293PVJ — Third Row (Ebony)

Help shield your vehicle seats with these  
durable, machine-washable, 100% nylon, 
waterproof covers, tailored specifically for  
your New Discovery Sport.
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Loadspace Rubber Mat 
VPLCS0279

Protect your vehicle’s loadspace with this 
waterproof mat which includes a retaining 
lip and non-slip surface. Compatible with the 
Cargo Barrier.

Side Loadspace Nets 
VPLCS0270

The nets keep small items in place and can be 
deployed out of the way for longer cargo, such 
as golf clubs.

Loadspace Liner Tray 
VPLCS0274 
VPLCS0268 (Compatible with the Cargo Barrier)

Made from durable rubber, the tray helps shield  
the loadspace floor and side wall carpets from  
wet and/or dirty cargo.

Loadspace Waterproof Liner 
VPLCS0272

Heavy-duty waterproof fabric offers extra 
protection for the loadspace and second-row 
seatback.

Loadspace Luggage Floor Rails 
VPLCS0303

Firmly holds your luggage in place during 
transport. (Requires the Luggage Retention Kit, 
VPLVS0125, sold separately.)

Luggage Retention Kit 
VPLVS0125

The package includes attachments that quickly 
lock to — and release from — the loadspace 
rails, providing flexible stowage options in your 
vehicle. Requires Loadspace Luggage Floor 
Rails (VPLCS0303).



Cargo Barrier 
VPLCS0299 — Full-Height 
VPLCS0300 — Half-Height

Keep cargo from entering the passenger 
compartment with this convenient barrier. An 
integral hatch allows for the carrying of longer 
items, such as skis. Compatible with Loadspace 
Rubber Mat, Loadspace Rigid Liner, Loadspace 
Rail System and Parcel Shelf Roller Blind.
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Loadspace Partition 
VPLCS0301

An enhancement to the Cargo Barrier, the  
partition can be easily installed or removed  
to divide the loadspace. Requires either the  
Full-Height or Half-Height Cargo Barrier.

Luggage/Load Retention Net 
VPLCS0269

Secure items in the loadspace with a flexible 
Luggage/Load Retention Net. Employing a 
pair of 78” ratchet straps, the net works with 
tie-down points on the floor to secure your 
cargo. Requires Loadspace Luggage Floor Rails 
(VPLCS0303).

Loadspace Rubber Mat Extension (Not shown) 
VPLCS0273

Shield the rear seatbacks when folded with this 
rubber mat extension. Works in conjunction 
with the Loadspace Rubber Mat.

Second-Row Seat Net (Not shown) 
VPLCS0271 — For “S” trim level only

This handy accessory helps keep your items 
secure by attaching to the second-row  
seatbacks.
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Loadspace Organizer 
VPLCS0340

This convenient tray features divided compartments 
to stow delicate items or separate groceries/cargo. 
Featuring lockable lids, it is secured via Loadspace  
D Loops. Available August 2015.

Tailgate Seat 
VPLCS0339

Removable molded tailgate seat provides  
convenient seating on the rear loadspace lip 
for occasional use. Includes a Land Rover-
branded stowage bag. Available August 2015.
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iPad® Holder 
VPLVS0164 — Style 1 (Fits iPad 1) 
VPLVS0165 — Style 2 (Fits iPad 2 onward)

Mount your iPad to this Land Rover-branded 
holder that attaches to the vehicle’s headrest 
posts and features a quick-release design.  
Your iPad can be displayed in either a portrait 
or landscape format, and the holder allows 
easy access to all ports and controls.

iPad is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.

Whitefire® Headphones 
YIN500051

Enhance traveling for your rear passengers with 
an extra pair of headphones that work with the 
Rear Seat Entertainment System.

Whitefire is a registered trademark of Unwired 
Technology LLC. Any use of such marks by  
Land Rover is under license.

Electric Cool Bag 
VUP100140L

Keep items fresh in this 14-quart Electric Cool Bag, 
featuring a thermostat-controlled temperature. 
Powered by a 12-volt auxiliary socket, the bag 
includes an easy-to-clean interior surface.  
Measures 14” tall x 14” long x 8½” wide.

To help you get the most from your New Discovery Sport, Land Rover offers a range of 
thoughtful accessories that enhance your drive and help keep your vehicle in premium 
condition.
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Car Cover 
VPLCC0103

Put your vehicle under wraps with a durable, 
tailored outdoor Car Cover that fends off 
rain, snow, dust and other elements. Fits and 
removes quickly and easily.

Warning Triangle 
VPLVC0060

Prepare for emergencies with this warning  
triangle that stows conveniently in the rear 
loadspace compartment. 

Battery Conditioner 
VPLVV0097 
VPLVV0096 — Installation KIT

For prolonged battery life and reliability, this 
Land Rover-branded conditioner monitors, 
maintains and diagnoses potential issues  
related to your vehicle’s battery.

Bulb Kit 
VPLCV0104

This convenient kit provides a selection  
of essential bulbs for easy replacement.
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WHEELS
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Few things accentuate an automobile better than a striking set of alloy wheels. That’s 
why Land Rover offers a generous selection of accessory wheels, including 17-inch 
sparkle silver designs, 20-inch gloss black styles and a host of choices in between. 

17-inch 10-Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR066480 — Sparkle Silver Finish

17-inch 5-Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR067423 — Sparkle Silver Finish 
Available August 2015.

18-inch 9-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR060854 — Sparkle Silver Finish

18-inch 5-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR067395 — Sparkle Silver Finish
18-inch 5-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR067896 — Satin Dark Gray Finish
19-inch 5-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR067582 — Sparkle Silver Finish
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19-inch 5-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR064196 — Gloss Black Finish

19-inch 9-Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR066916 — Sparkle Silver Finish

19-inch 5-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

VPLCW0104 — Ceramic Polished Finish with 
Red Pinstripe. Available August 2015.

20-inch 5-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR067424 — Sparkle Silver Finish

20-inch 5-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)

LR064197 — Gloss Black Finish
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Tire Pressure Gauge 
VPLVW0077

This convenient accessory features an LED 
light, a rotating nozzle and a tread depth 
gauge.

Snow Traction System 
LR005737 — 17-inch 
VPLSW0079 — 18–20-inch (Not shown)

Improves traction on snow and ice-covered 
roads. For front 17–20” wheels.

Wheel Locks 
LR008794 — Chrome

Emergency Snow Traction Aid (snow sock)
VPLVW0073

Wheel Locks 
VPLVW0072 — Gloss Black

Black Lug Nuts 
VPLVW0070
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Please note: When choosing vehicles fitted with optional wheels, your intended use of the vehicle should be considered. Wheels with larger diameters and lower 
profile tires will offer benefits in road holding and handling, but may be more vulnerable in some off-road conditions. Please discuss your requirements with your 
Land Rover retailer when selecting your vehicle and specification.
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Styled Valve Stem Caps 
LR027664 — Union Jack Logo 
LR027666 — Black Union Jack Logo 
LR027560 — Land Rover Logo 
VPLFY0071 — N2 “Nitrogen” Logo

Enable the Land Rover presence to permeate every detail of your New Discovery Sport 
right down to its valve stem caps. Compatible with the Tire Pressure Monitoring System.

Center Caps 
LR051541 — Satin Silver 
LR051543 — Black



EXTERIOR STYLING ACCESSORIES

Land Rover Exterior Styling Accessories are subjected to  
a range of stringent environmental tests to ensure they can 
withstand the toughest climatic conditions. Each accessory 
product undergoes a series of testing relevant to its design, 
materials and function, which can include:

Extreme tests against aging prematurely or discoloration

 –  Up to two years’ direct sunlight known as “Florida 
Weathering”

 – Heat Aging Test for 500 hours

 –  Extreme Temperature Test ranging from -40°F to 176°F

Extreme tests to ensure durability and longevity of the finish

 –  Heat Shock Test, which consists of 16 hours at -40°F 
then 5 minutes at 158°F

 –  Humidity Resistance Test, which is 168 hours at 118°F, 
with humidity ranging from 95%-100%

Accelerated Environmental Cycle Test, composed of a  
relentless barrage of salt, dirt and dust, simulating a lifetime  
of real-world driving.

CARRYING ACCESSORIES

 –  Real-world dynamic testing helps to ensure that  
the accessory performs with no detrimental effect  
to the vehicle.

 –  Specifically tested and approved on the particular  
vehicle, incorporating a range of challenging durability 
tests on both the vehicle and carrier, such as the  
Pavé Test.

 –  Pavé Testing involves driving the vehicle with a fully 
laden carrier for hundreds of miles over rough, uneven 
and extremely bumpy surfaces to simulate a lifetime  
of use. One mile of Pavé is equivalent to 100 miles  
of real-world conditions.

To assure lasting life, functionality and appearance, as described below, Land Rover  
Accessories undergo extreme real-world testing to deliver maximum quality and meet  
Land Rover’s exacting standards. 

LAND ROVER PRODUCT ASSURANCE
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TOWING ACCESSORIES 

With towing forming such an intrinsic part of the Land Rover 
DNA, it is an integral part of the dynamic testing for the  
entire vehicle.

 –  Towing systems are tested well beyond recognized 
industry standards to ensure they achieve the position 
of `best in class.’

 –  While many aftermarket towing solutions are typically 
developed off-vehicle using rig-based tests, all Land 
Rover towing systems are tested while mounted to a 
vehicle body. This helps to ensure that the tow system 
and vehicle are optimized to work together.

 –  Towing systems are subjected to challenging Real 
World Driving Simulations to help ensure that, even 
in an emergency situation, both the vehicle body and 
the towing system are able to cope with the pressures 
applied from a fully laden trailer.

 –  Towing systems are designed alongside the core  
vehicle and feature consistent exterior trim parts  
for a seamless and integrated look.

INTERIOR STYLING ACCESSORIES 

Land Rover Interior Styling Accessories are subjected to a range 
of stringent tests to help ensure they can withstand the challenges 
of a lifetime of use. Each accessory product undergoes a series of 
testing relevant to its design, materials and function, which includes 
quality tests, durability tests and extreme tests against premature 
aging or discoloration.

 –  Accelerated Environmental Tests, including a Heat  
Aging Test, for up to 500 hours

 –  Performance Specification Tests to ensure quality  
standards and durability are in line with Land Rover 
Standards

 –  Squeak and Rattle Tests to ensure no detrimental effect  
to vehicle quality and comfort levels

All Land Rover Approved Accessories are manufactured using 
materials that meet Automotive Industry flammability standards and 
are compliant with all relevant legislative requirements. 
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 and a spare tire — VPLCP0205 ...........................2

Stainless Steel Undershield 

 Front — VPLCP0212 ...........................................2

 Rear — VPLCP0213 .............................................2

CARRYING & TOWING 4–9

Aperture Retention Net — VPLCS0267 .....................6

Aqua Sports Carrier — VPLGR0107 ...........................5

 For two kayaks — VPLWR0099 …………………. 5

Bike Carrier (Ride-Ready) 

 Fork-mounted and wheel carrier — 

 VPLWR0101 .........................................................6

 Wheel-mounted — VPLFR0091 ..........................6

Bumper Protector — VPLVS0179 ...............................6

Collapsible Cargo Carrier — 

 VPLVS0175 ..........................................................7

 EEA500050PVJ ....................................................7

Fixed Tow Receiver

 For 5-seat vehicles — VPLCT0141 ......................8

  For 5+2-seat models with a spare —

 VPLCT0143 ..........................................................8

Large Sports Roof Box — VPLWR0100 ......................5

Lashing Eye Kit — VUB503160 ..................................4

Loadspace Security Box — VPLVS0183 .....................7

Luggage Box — VPLVR0062 ......................................5

Luggage Carrier — LR006848 ....................................5

Roof Box Garage Lifting Aid — VPLVR0096 ..............6

Roof Crossbars — VPLCR0131 ...................................4

Roof Rails

 Black Finish (Fixed Roof) — VPLCR0132 .............4

 Black Finish (Panoramic Roof) — VPLCR0136 .....4

 Silver Finish (Fixed Roof) — VPLCR0133 ............4

 Silver Finish (Panoramic Roof) — VPLCR0137 ....4

 Black Ditch Finishers — VPLCR0134 ...................4

 Silver Ditch Finishers — VPLCR0135...................4

Ski Bag — VPLGS0166 ...............................................7

Ski/Snowboard Carrier — LR006849 ..........................5

Sports Roof Box — VPLVR0061 .................................5

Towing Electrics 

 For 5-seat vehicles — VPLCT0134 ......................8

  For 5+2-seat models with a spare — 

 VPLCT0157 ..........................................................8

Tow Hitch Drawbar

 For 5-seat vehicles — VPLCT0160 ......................8

  For 5+2-seat models with a spare — 

 VPLCT0161 ..........................................................8

Tow Strap — STC8919AA ..........................................8

Towing Tracking Target Sticker — LR021589 ............8

INTERIOR 10–15

Bright Finish Tread Plates 

 Lunar — VPLCS0289LAA ..................................11

 Ebony — VPLCS0289PVJ ..................................11

Cargo Barrier 

 Full Height — VPLCS0299 ................................15

 Half Height — VPLCS0300 ................................15

Carpet Mats

 Ebony — LR059549 ..........................................12

 Lunar — LR059550 ............................................12

Center Armrest Cooler/Warmer Box — 

VPLVS0176 ...............................................................11

Coat Hanger — VPLCS0276 ....................................13

Gearshift Paddles (Aluminum) — 

VPLVS0187MMU ......................................................10

Gearshift Paddles (Aluminum Red) — 

VPLVS0187CAY ........................................................10

HomeLink — LR058507 ............................................13

Illuminated Tread Plates 

 Ebony — VPLCS0286PVJ ..................................11

 Lunar — VPLCS0286LAA ..................................11

Loadspace Partition — VPLCS0301 .........................15
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All Land Rover-approved Accessories are rigorously tested to the same exacting standards as those applied to our vehicles. Performance in extreme hot and cold temperatures, corrosion resistance, impact and airbag deployment highlight some  
of the exhaustive product testing carried out to ensure accessories are both durable and, importantly, continue to comply with current legislation.

All our accessories are designed to be an integral part of Land Rover vehicles. While many items such as roof carriers are simple to fit, some products require specialist tools and diagnostic equipment to ensure correct integration with the vehicle  
structure and electrical systems. Although Land Rover takes the utmost care in ensuring that all details in the publication are correct at the time of going to press, we are constantly striving for improvement and therefore reserve the right to alter  
specifications and equipment without notice. Details of specifications and equipment are also subject to change to suit local market conditions and requirements, and not all products are available in every market. Some vehicles are shown with  
accessories or optional equipment fitted. These products vary from market to market. Please consult your Land Rover Retailer who will be pleased to advise you on current specifications. Distributors and Retailers are not agents of Land Rover  
and have absolutely no authority to bind Land Rover to any express or implied undertaking or representation.

Loadspace Liner Tray — VPLCS0274 .......................14

 Compatible with Cargo Barrier — 

 VPLCS0268 ........................................................14

Loadspace Luggage Floor Rails — VPLCS0303 .......14

Loadspace Organizer — VPLCS0340 .......................15

Loadspace Rubber Mat — VPLCS0279 ....................14

Loadspace Rubber Mat Extension — VPLCS0273 ...15

Loadspace Waterproof Liner — VPLCS0272 ...........14

Luggage/Load Retention Net — VPLCS0269 ..........15

Luggage Retention Kit — VPLVS0125 .....................14

Premium Carpet Mats

 Ebony — VPLCS0282PVJ ..................................12

 Lunar — VPLCS0282LAA ..................................12

Rear Loadspace Tread Plate Finisher 

 Ebony — VPLCS0287PVJ ..................................11

  Lunar — VPLCS0287LAA ..................................11

Rubber Floor Mats — VPLCS0281 ...........................12

 Third Row (Set of Two) — VPLCS0280 .............12

Seatback Storage (Premium) — VPLVS0182 ............11

Seatback Storage (Standard) — VPLVS0181 ............11

Second-Row Seat Net — VPLCS0271 ......................15

Side Loadspace Nets — VPLCS0270 .......................14

Smoker’s Pack 

 Cigarette Lighter — LR033354 ………………... 13

 Ashtray — LR005248 …………………………….13

Sports Footrest — VPLVS0178 .................................10

Sports Pedal Covers — VPLHS0044.........................10

Sunblinds 

  Side Windows (Second Row) — 

  VPLCS0298 .................................................12

  Side Windows (Third Row) — 

  VPLCS0297 .................................................12

  Rear Tailgate — VPLCS0296 ......................12

Tailgate Seat — VPLCS0339 ....................................15

Umbrella Holder (In-Cabin) — VPLCS0294 ..............13

Waterproof Seat Covers

 Front (Almond) — VPLCS0291SVA ...................13

 Front (Ebony) — VPLCS0291PVJ ......................13

 Second Row (Almond) — VPLCS0292SVA ........13

 Second Row (Ebony) — VPLCS0292PVJ ...........13

 Third Row (Almond) — VPLCS0293SVA ...........13

 Third Row (Ebony) — VPLCS0293PVJ...............13

Windshield Sunshade — VPLCS0295.......................12

TOURING 16–17

Battery Conditioner — VPLVV0097 ..........................17

 Installation Kit —  VPLVV0096 ..........................17

Bulb Kit — VPLCV0104 ............................................17

Car Cover — VPLCC0103 ........................................17

Electric Cool Bag — VUP100140L ...........................16

iPad Holder 

 Style 1 (Fits iPad 1) — VPLVS0164 ....................16

 Style 2 (Fits iPad 2 onward) — VPLVS0165 .......16

Warning Triangle — VPLVC0060 .............................17

Whitefire Headphones — YIN500051 ......................16

WHEELS 18–21

Alloy Wheels

 17-inch 10 Spoke — LR066480 .........................18

 17-inch 5 Spoke — LR067423 ...........................18

 18-inch 9-Split Spoke — LR060854 ..................18

 18-inch 5-Split Spoke — LR067395 ..................18

 18-inch 5-Split Spoke — LR067896 ..................18

 19-inch 5-Split Spoke — LR067582 ..................18

 19-inch 5-Split Spoke — LR064196 ..................19

 19-inch 9 Spoke — LR066916 ...........................19

 19-inch 5-Split Spoke — VPLCW0104 ..............19

 20-inch 5-Split Spoke — LR064197 ..................19

 20-inch 5-Split Spoke — LR067424 ..................19

Black Lug Nuts — VPLVW0070 ................................20

Center Caps

 Black — LR051543 ............................................21

 Satin Silver — LR051541 ...................................21

Emergency Snow Traction Aid — VPLVW0073 .......20

Wheel Locks 

 Gloss Black — VPLVW0072 ..............................20

 Chrome — LR008794 ……………………………20

Snow Traction System 

 17-inch — LR005737 .........................................20

 18–20-inch — VPLSW0079 ...............................20

Styled Valve Stem Caps

 Union Jack Logo — LR027664 ..........................21

 Black Union Jack Logo — LR027666 ................21

 Land Rover Logo — LR027560 .........................21

 N2 “Nitrogen” Logo — VPLFY0071…………… 21

Tire Pressure Gauge — VPLVW0077 ………………. 20
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Genuine Land Rover KIT assures confidence
Land Rover would like to remind you that accessories that are non-genuine Land Rover are not warranted by  
Land Rover North America and may not be serviceable at other Land Rover Retailer Centers. If your Land Rover 
Center or sales guide offers you non-genuine Land Rover parts or accessories, we recommend finding out whether 
they have a warranty, where they can be serviced, and what company provides these warranties and service.

Please recycle this brochure after use.

1-800-FIND 4WD
USA – www.landroverusa.com
Canada – www.landrover.com/ca
Land Rover North America, Inc.
555 MacArthur Blvd.
Mahwah, NJ 07430

Land Rover Canada
75 Courtneypark Drive West
Unit 3
Mississauga, Ontario
L5W 0E3
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